Figure A1. Predicted probabilities of holding a negative economic perception by party identification during a PC administration.

Notes: From left to right: PC partisans, independents, PN partisans and FA partisans. Table entries were estimated after Models 1A and 95% confidence intervals are between brackets. Predicted probabilities were calculated for a female with a middle school level of education while age was hold at the mean and semester fixed effects to those indicated on each column.

Source: Author’s elaboration with data from Equipos Consultores.
Figure A2. Predicted probabilities of holding a positive economic perception by party identification and strength of partisanship during an FA administration.

Notes: From left to right: TP partisans, independents and FA partisans. Table entries were estimated after Models 2B and 95% confidence intervals are between brackets. Predicted probabilities were calculated for a female with a middle school level of education while age was held at the mean and semester fixed effects to those indicated on each column.

Source: Author’s elaboration with data from Equipos Consultores.